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 Residential demand for energy is a demand derived from the demand for 

a warm house, cooked food, hot water, etc., 

 Residential demand for energy can be specified using the basic 

framework of household production theory. 
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 According to this theory, households purchase "goods" in the market which 

serve as inputs that are used in production processes, to produce the “energy 

services“ which appear as arguments in the household's utility function. 

Household production theory

Goods and services

Capital

Energy

Labor

meals, washing, 

heating, cooling.. 

energy services,..
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Energy efficiency and productive efficiency

Capital

Energy

Labor
Production

process

Energy services

and goods

Energy efficiency
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 The production of energy services implies a choice of 

standard technology or 

new technology

 It implies an investment in durables

 The decision depends on several factors (relative prices, expected prices, 

discount rate,…behavioural factors, policy measures,..)

Energy services
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 Inefficient combination of  capital 

and energy (1)

 Inefficient use of electrical 

appliances / heating system (2)

Inefficiency in the use of energy (waste of energy) 

may be due to

 low adoption of new energy-

efficient technologies (energy 

efficiency gap)  (3)

 Use of obsolete technologies

Market and behavioral failures

Bounded rationality (low investment 

literacy)
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Inefficiency in the use of energy
Microeconomics approach

E

C0

B

E  

E*

• Situation 1: Household A is

using in an inefficient way an 

appliance or an heating system

Behavior: a household could optimise the 

amount of time that windows are opened 

during the day; optimises the use of a 

cooling/heating  system (temperature); turn 

off the lights,…

Room T 210
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Inefficiency in the use of energy
Microeconomics approach

Substitution of energy with capital: 

installing a device on a cooling system to 

improve the function 

of the system; substitution of the windows; 

insulation of the building

E

C0

Room T 210

E  

E*

A

• Situation 2: Household A is using

in an inefficient way the inputs

(capital and energy)
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Inefficiency in the use of energy
Microeconomics approach

• Situation 3:  Household is using an old

technology  inefficient use of the inputs

(capital and/or energy) Energy 

efficiency gap 

E

C0

OLD TECH
Room T 210

NEW TECH
Room T 210

E  

E*

A  

B
Adoption of a new 

technology: new building 

technology; more efficient 

appliances
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• Example: New technology: 

Low-energy-consumption building
 High insulation

 Continuous renewal of air in the building 

using an energy-efficient ventilation system

 Partially Renewable energy sources

 Design

 Better comfort (homogeneous distribution 

of the temperature,indoor air quality,…  

• Swiss Label: MINERGIE
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 Possible approaches

Partial indicators

Bottom up engineering approach

Econometric and linear programming approaches

Measurement of energy efficiency

14
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 Simple ratio of output to energy consumption (output and inputs measured 

in physical and or economic units;  energy/thermodynamic units,).

Energy intensity (Energy consumption/GDP; energy consumption per 

square meter;…)

Energy productivity (inverse of energy intensity) 

Partial indicators
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Residential energy consumption (Kwh) per square meters

(2011)
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Energy intensity in Iran
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 “Energy intensity is commonly calculated as 

the ratio of energy use to GDP. Energy 

intensity is often taken as a proxy for energy 

efficiency, although this is not entirely 

accurate since changes in energy intensity 

are a function of changes in several factors

including the structure of the economy, 

climate,… and energy efficiency”

 Energy intensity can vary between countries 

for several reasons

Problems of this  indicator
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 The level of efficiency on the use of energy is based on the estimation of frontier 

functions. 

 A frontier function gives the maximal or minimal level of an economic indicator 

attainable by an economic agent. 

Econometric and linear programming approaches
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 In the literature we can distinguish two principal types of approaches to 

measure efficiency 

 the econometric (parametric) approach and 

 the linear programming (non-parametric) approach

Two approaches

Frontier
Analysis

Parametric

Deterministic
(COLS)

Stochastic
(SFA)

Non-
Parametric

DEA FDH
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 Both approaches – econometric and linear programming – have their own 

advocates.  At least in the scientific community neither one has emerged 

as dominant. 

 I will concentrate on the parametric SFA (Unobserved heterogeneity and 

panel data)

Two approaches
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 The actual empirical studies that estimate the level of efficiency in the use of 

energy are generally based on the estimation of three frontier functions:

an input requirement function (Boyd, 2008); 

a Shephard energy distance function (Zhou et al., 2012);

An energy demand frontier function (Filippini and Hunt, 2011). 

Three frontier functions
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Residential energy demand model (input demand 

functionbased on household production theory)

E G
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 In the case of an energy demand function the frontier gives the minimum 

level of energy necessary for an economy/household/firm to produce any 

given level of goods and services / energy services. 

 The distance from the frontier measures the level of energy consumption 

above the baseline demand, e.g. the level of energy inefficiency. 

Methodology: an energy demand frontier model 
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E

ES

Eobs

Efro


E

fro
EF = 1

i E
obs

EFi

An energy demand frontier model

simplified model E=f(energy services, input prices)

Energy efficiency 

measures the ability of 

an household to 

minimize the energy 

consumption, given a 

level of energy services

ESo

Estimation an 

energy demand

frontier

equation
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E

ES

Eobs

Efro

 we estimate an energy

demand frontier function

 E = (ES, ….)

 E = f(PE, Y, HDD,….)

 Interpret the distance

from the frontier as a 

proxy for energy

inefficiency

Stocastic frontier energy demand model

Inefficiency term

Stochastic term
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Ln Ei =  + y lnYi +…. + vi + ui ui ≥ 0

Stocastic frontier model using cross-sectional data

a symmetric disturbance 

capturing the effect of 

noise and as usual is 

assumed to be normally 

distributed

is interpreted as an 

indicator of 

energy efficiency and is 

assumed to be 

half-normal distributed
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Residential energy demand

Data collected trough a survey (cross-section)

E=f(PE,PG,HS,SM,INC,DISHW,WASHM,DRYER)
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Normal-Half Normal Stoch.Frontier Model

Dependent variable                 LN_E

Log likelihood function -369.12067

Estimation based on N =    535, K =  10

Inf.Cr.AIC =    758.2 AIC/N =    1.417

Variances: Sigma-squared(v)=     .21796

Sigma(v)        =     .46686

Sigma-squared(u)=     .04059

Sigma(u)        =     .20147

Sigma = Sqr[(s^2(u)+s^2(v)]=     .50848

Gamma = sigma(u)^2/sigma^2 =     .15699

Var[u]/{Var[u]+Var[v]}     =     .06338

Stochastic Cost Frontier Model, e = v+u

--------+--------------------------------------------------------------------

|                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence

LN_E|  Coefficient Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval

--------+--------------------------------------------------------------------

|Deterministic Component of Stochastic Frontier Model................

Constant|    12.9747***      .80607    16.10  .0000     11.3948   14.5545

LN_MP_AV|   -1.94048***      .27599    -7.03  .0000    -2.48140  -1.39956

LN_HS|     .29743***      .05004     5.94  .0000      .19935    .39551

INC_MID|     .11225*        .05745     1.95  .0507     -.00035    .22486

INC_HIGH|     .25103***      .06554     3.83  .0001      .12258    .37947

DISHW|     .30953***      .09220     3.36  .0008      .12883    .49024

WASHM|     .06625         .09342      .71  .4782     -.11685    .24935

DRYER|     .16935***      .04563     3.71  .0002      .07992    .25878

|Variance parameters for compound error..............................

Sigma|     .43154***      .13954     3.09  .0020      .15805    .70502

|     .50848***      .00076   665.19  .0000      .50698    .50998

--------+--------------------------------------------------------------------

***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level.

Model was estimated on Sep 08, 2017 at 00:24:09 PM

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Inefficiency
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Residential energy demand using panel data

Data collected trough a survey (panel)
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1. Greater number of observations  improves efficiency of the estimation

2. Panel data allow estimation of dynamic relationships even if we only have a 

small number time periods

3. Account for heterogeneity of cross-section units: it reduces bias due to

– Unobserved heterogeneity/ Omitted variables

4. Panel data (can) vary across time and between individuals  more information

reduces problems of multicollinearity

Advantages of Panel Data
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Stochastic Frontier Models SFA
Panel data models

Pooled 
model

Aigner, 
Lovell 
and 

Schmitt 
(1977) 

Pitt and 
Lee 

(1981)

FE and RE
Models

Original

Pitt and 
Lee 

(1981)

Schmidt 
and 

Sickles 
(1984)

Battese
and Coelli

(1986)

True random 
and true 

fixed effects

Original

Greene (2005)

With Mundlak
correction 

Farsi,Filippini
and Kuenzle

(2005) 

Farsi, Filippini, 
Greene (2005)

Latent 
class 

models

Kumbhakar, 
Orea (2005)

Generalized 
true random 

and true 
fixed effects

Transient and persistent 
part

Colombi et. Al. (2014)

Filippini/Greene (2015)
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Pooled model

A symmetric disturbance 

capturing the effect of 

noise and as usual is 

assumed to be normally 

distributed

It is interpreted as an 

indicator of 

energy efficiency and is 

assumed to be 

half-normal distributed

Time varying inefficiency

2

2
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| |  and  ~ [0, ]

 and   are distributed independently 

of each other,and of the regressors
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RE model (PITT and LEE)

A symmetric disturbance 

capturing the effect of 

noise and as usual is 

assumed to be normally 

distributed

It is interpreted as an 

indicator of 

energy efficiency and is 

assumed to be 

half-normal distributed

Time invariant inefficiency

2

2

ln

~ [0, ]

~ [0, ]

 and   are distributed independently 

of each other,and of the regressors
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E

Y

Eobs

Efro

True random effects model (TRE)
Greene (2005)

Heterogeneity term

Inefficiency term

Stochastic term

Energy efficiency:

measures the ability of a 

state to minimize the 

energy consumption, 

given a level of Y

1
Observed

Frontier
i

E

E
EF
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TRE model

A symmetric disturbance 

capturing the effect of 

noise and as usual is 

assumed to be normally 

distributed

It is interpreted as an 

indicator of 

energy efficiency and is 

assumed to be 

half-normal distributed

Time varying inefficiency

2

2

2

 

ln

~ [0, ]

~ [0, ]

~ N (0,s )

,  and   are distributed independently 

of each other,and of the regressors

Maximum Simulated Likelihood (RPM)
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Unobserved time 

invariant heterogeneity
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GTRE model (persistent/transient)
Filippini and Greene (2015)

A symmetric disturbance 

capturing the effect of 

noise and as usual is 

assumed to be normally 

distributed

Time transient 

inefficiency
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Unobserved time 

invariant heterogeneity

Time persistent 

inefficiency
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Blasch J. Boogen N., Filippini M., Kumar N., (forthcoming). The role of energy and investment 

literacy for residential electricity demand and end-use efficiency. Energy Economics

The role of energy and investment literacy for residential 

electricity demand and end-use efficiency
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 Measure the level of efficiency in the use of energy (electricity)

 Identifying what drives the differences in the level of En.Eff. between Swiss 

households

role of behavioral factors

role of investment literacy

role of energy literacy

Research questions
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 Energy related investment

literacy (financial literacy)

 Investment literacy can be defined as 

the ability to perform an investment 

analysis and to calculate the lifetime 

cost of an appliance or energy-efficient 

renovation.

 Energy literacy

 Energy literacy can be defined as 

household’s knowledge about energy 

production and consumption

46

Literacy
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Electricity demand model
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The GTREM specification
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 Energy literacy index  (0 –14)

average price of 1 kWh

usage cost of household appliances 

(2 Qs)

Consumption of household 

appliances (3 Qs)

compound interest calculation

 Energy saving behaviour index (0-

4)

running washing machine only on 

full load

washing clothes on a lower water 

temperature

dishwasher cycle based on level of 

dirtiness

switching off appliances

Energy Literacy and Energy Saving Behaviour

 Investment literacy index

 Compound interest  question

 …
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Data
Household Survey on Energy Usage

 6 Swiss Electric and Gas 

utilities

 Survey organization

Online survey in 2015 -

2016

Randomly chosen sample

Consumption data: 2010 -

2014

 Dataset used here: 

6 utilities: Aarau, 

Winterthur Biel, Luzern, 

Lugano and Bellinzona

~1994 households
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 House/apartment characteristics

 Socio-demographics

 Appliance stock and energy services

 Attitudes towards environment

 Energy-related behaviour

 Energy related knowledge (energy-

literacy)

 Representativeness:

→ gender, age and income groups are 

sufficiently covered

 Share of respondents who donated 

money to an environmental organization 

in line with Swiss average → limited 

self-selection of pro-environmental 

households

51

Questionnaire
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Estimation results

Different econometric specifications!
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Estimation results
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Conclusions
 Estimation of an indicator of the level of energy efficiency for each 

household

 Measure of efficiencies (median values)

 Persistent efficiency: 78 %

 Transient efficiency: 89 %

 Higher persistent inefficiency

 structural problems faced by household

 systematic behavioural shortcomings

 Positive role of energy related literacy and energy saving behaviour

 Electricity consumption is lower in households exhibiting energy saving 

behaviours

 Higher level of energy literacy is associated with lower electricity consumption

 Higher level of financial literacy is associated with lower electricity consumption

Policy 

implication

Information

Public campaign

Educational 

program
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i = vi + ui

Joint density
(product of the individual

density functions)

Marginal density

Likelihood function
Max Likelihood function in order to 

obtain the parameters
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The marginal density function of ei is
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The exponential and half-normal assumption reflect the belief that  

larger values of inefficiency are less likely.  

one-parameter probability density 

functions

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

0 1 2 3

random variable, u

f(
u)

f(u) exp f(u) half-normal
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An input requirement function (Boyd, 2008); 

E=f(Y,K,LT)
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Case 1: production of an energy service (heating an apartment)

E (Energy)

1

2

3

4

1 2 3 4 5

5

Q1 = 18°

C (capital )

Q2 = 20°

Q3 = 22°

Traditional buildings

Energy efficient building

isoquants Building thermography
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Different relative prices

E (Energy)

1

2

3

4

1 2 3 4 5

5

Q1 = 18°

C (capital )

Q2 = 20°

Q3 = 22°

Traditional buildings

Energy efficient building
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A stocastic frontier energy demand function (Filippini and 

Hunt, 2011)
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 Normal- Half-Normal model

 Normal-exponential model

 Two parameters distributions:

Normal- Truncated-Normal model

Normal- gamma model

Possible distributions for ui


